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In the Profile tab select My Properties to add a lockbox to your desired 
location. To complete, go to  General Info and provided details and 
images of your property.

Quick Start
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Create Account

Download the TOOR - Smart Access app.  

If completing the verification process, it could take up to 5 minutes while we securely 
identify and confirm your document.

Pair Your Device  

In the Profile tab select My Lockboxes to add a lockbox to your inventory.

Ensure your Bluetooth is turned on and your unit is in range, then follow the prompts 
provided. 

Add Property 

TOOR APP

In the Profile tab select My Properties to add a lockbox to your desired location.

To complete, go to  General Info and provide details and images of your property.
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1 Add and Register Lockbox

In the Profile tab select My Lockboxes to add a lockbox to your 
inventory. 

Scan serial number/barcode at the bottom of packaging, or QR code on 
the back of lockbox, or manually enter in the TIN (serial number).

Pair Lockbox   

With Bluetooth on, press and hold the power button until the color 
wheel illuminates. 

Your phone will automatically start searching for your lockbox. The 
TOOR app will notify you when successfully paired.

3 Open, Close and Shackle  

Within My Lockboxes screen, select the unit you wish to operate. 
Once selected, power on unit to open, close and unshackle lockbox.

TOOR SMART LOCKBOX   

Quick Start

P O W E R   B U T T O N
P R E S S  +  H O L D 
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The lockboxes on the market today were 
created before the dominance of the mobile 

phone.  We are the first platform built for how 
people want to interact with each other and 

places today.

Our Solution
GROWING DEMAND FOR

 ACCESS

Users are looking for a new and secure way to 
grant access to family, friends and services 
Granting access for Real Estate, Deliver, Pet 

Services, Home Health, or Construction  can all 
be controlled and managed with TOOR.

OUTDATED 
 TECHNOLOGY

Security and transparency are the key factors for 
any growing business today. Our products offer 

the highest level of security options in every 
category when compared to our competitors. 

From ID verification to Check In / Out windows.

 SECURITY



Everyday Uses

Sometimes activity increases on your home after a 
closing. Ensure contractors, designers, and home 

services can access your home efficiently while 
keeping a record of the activity.

Allow quick and orderly access for maids, dog 
walkers, or other service providers by remotely 

opening and closing the TOOR lockbox at a 
scheduled time. 

Stop placing spare keys under the mat or on a 
windowsill. Have efficient and secure emergency 

access keeping a TOOR lockbox in a discrete 
location.

For those of us with unattended elderly parents or 
relatives, TOOR can provide perfect access for 

emergency services in person or remotely.
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Platform Features 
With TOOR, homeowners have the flexibility and control they need to solve their access problems. Our 
Lockbox is designed to assist Homeowners, Contractors, and DIY’ers everyday. Whether it’s letting 
in cleaning services from the comfort of your office, granting access to Plumbers or scheduling 
solutions for For Sale By Owners - TOOR has the solutions needed to manage any property at any 
time.

Contractor Management 
Add or remove an unlimited number of people 
or contractors to your guestlist allowing them 
access to your lockbox. 

Activity Monitoring
Receive instant push notifications to your mobile 
device when an approved user connects, opens, 
and closes your lockbox.  

Long Lasting Battery  
The TOOR Smart Lockbox can open and close 
over 300 times or 3 months before needing to 
be recharged & fully recharges in less 3 hours.  

Multi-Lockbox Management
Manage multiple lockboxes in multiple locations 
via ONE secure mobile App. Saving you time 
from making long trips to simply change a 
combination code.

Guest List Chat  
Communication with your contractors & guests 
through the TOOR app makes scheduling 
effortless & convenient! Stay safe without 
exposing your personal phone number.

Notification Alerts
Get notified on activity when not using the app. 
With scheduled requests, lockbox notifications 
and chats, never miss a moment 

Weather Resistant  
The TOOR Smart Lockbox has a sleek and 
durable shell that is resistant to outdoor 
weather conditions. Thick silicone overmold 
makes it perfect for the construction site.  

User Profiles
Knowing who is accessing your keys is 
important. Homeowners can view detailed 
profiles on contractors and guest, while setting 
access permissions.
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Aluminum Frame Work 

Made of aluminum alloy, anodized for 
increased strength. Steel shackle for added 
security.

LED Indicators   

12 bright LED’s to guide you, and 2 internal 
LED’s to illuminate the key compartment.

Lithium-ion Battery  

Our rechargeable lithium-ion battery is 
tested for a minimum of 300 open/closes, 3 
months reserved power, and fully 
recharges in 3 hours. 

Unit Specs

Bluetooth

Pair and operate a lockbox all without the 
need of WiFi or internet connection.
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Soft Touch Exterior 

Designed to withstand and repel the elements. 
Our exterior over-mold made with silicon is 
built to feel good and look even better. 
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Unit Specs

Shackle 

Casted from the strongest steel on the market, TOOR’s shackle was 
designed for its tamper resistance. Our smart-latch technology makes 
removing and reinstalling the shackle a breeze. The completely 
removable shackle allows you to place your lockbox in any desired 
location to insure added protection.

Width + Depth 
TOOR’s jam packed technology fits into a moderate 3” wide &  2” deep 
frame. The key compartment has a large residential key storage 
capacity at 11.5 cubic inches of space, and is fully illuminated by 2 
bright interior LED lights.

Weight 

Utilizing the latest innovation in manufactured strength, TOOR is made of 
aluminum alloy which provides the same rigidity found in automobiles, 
while incorporating a fraction of the weight found in other lockboxes. This 
makes TOOR a solid solutions at only 1.6 lbs.

Height
TOOR  is filled with the latest in information and communication 
technology. Designing a lockbox that was strong, reliable, but also 
appealing was the goal. TOOR’s height comes in at a tall and lean 9.5” 
and is wrapped in a medical grade silicone.
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TOOR TODAY   

A color for every occasion.
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3-Pack Bundle 
$ 495

Monitor multiple properties at one time and save money with our 
value 3-Pack.

E1 VERSIONTOOR Smart Lockbox  
$ 199

The most advanced real estate and property management tool on 
the market.

LED Indicators

12 bright LED’s to guide you, and 2 interior 
LED’s to illuminate the key compartment.
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Open + Close Notifications Guestlist ChatGuest List 

Receive instant push notifications to 
your mobile device when an 
approved user connects, opens, and 
closes your lockbox.

Communication with your ‘guest’ 
through the TOOR app makes 
scheduling effortless and convenient.

�

Approve + Decline Incoming Showing 
Request

No matter where you are and what 
you’re doing, you will never miss 
another opportunity to show your 
property listing.

Approve, reschedule, or decline 
showing requests at your fingertips; 
allowing you total control and 
convenience.

View User Profiles 

Transparency with our agents and 
buyers allows our sellers to view 
detailed profiles prior to granting 
access to their home. 

Add or remove an unlimited 
number of people to your ‘guestlist’ 
allowing them access to your 
lockbox. No more having to meet 
and exchange keys.



Dynamically underwhelm 

value-added e-services 

through market-driven 

resources. Intrinsicly provide 

access to multimedia based 

schemas vis-a-vis quality 

channels. Assertively 

fabricate cutting-edge 

outsourcing with fully 

researched systems. 

Compellingly strategize 

customized functionalities 

after.Uniquely harness an 

expanded array of 

architectures for integrated 

expertise. Phosfluorescently 

productivate market-driven 

platforms and future-proof 

manufactured products. 

Holisticly empower corporate 

customer service with 

frictionless interfaces. 

Credibly procrastinate 

world-class imperatives.

Progressively parallel task 

impactful sources rather than 

low-risk high-yield 

bandwidth. Credibly 

productivate ethical 

convergence rather than 

transparent value. 

Synergistically benchmark 

equity invested technologies 

with stand-alone 

infrastructures. Completely 

foster enterprise catalysts.

Phosfluorescently evisculate 

adaptive products without 

top-line infrastructures. 

Holisticly fabricate backend 

alignments rather than 

functional process 

improvements. Objectively 

enable out-of-the-box 

platforms before 

interdependent markets. 

Compellingly network 

effective total linkage via 

client-based.Distinctively facilitate 

accurate niche markets and 

cutting-edge experiences. 

Proactively actualize 

progressive web-readiness 

whereas turnkey 

relationships. Assertively 

leverage existing orthogonal 

bandwidth vis-a-vis 

orthogonal infomediaries. 

Dynamically simplify 

professional portals through 

standardized imperatives.

Dramatically repurpose 

leveraged results through 

enabled experiences. 

Appropriately fashion 

premium systems without 

customer directed 

potentialities. Assertively 

seize cross-media 

imperatives via impactful 

solutions. Synergistically 

underwhelm global solutions.

TOOR Agent On DemandUnlimited Lockbox Monitoring  

Pro Monitoring Features

W W W . T O O R  T O D A Y / P R O  

With our Pro Monitoring Plan, you have full 
monitoring features for unlimited lockboxes 
at one fixed rate.

Any agent can turn on the ‘broadcast location’ 
feature to be found by prospective buyers and 
sellers in real time turning TOOR into a new lead 
generator.

https://www.toor.today/
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PRO MONITORING
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Open + Close 
Notifications

Open + Close 
Notifications

Open + Close 
Notifications
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Notifications
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Open + Close 
notifications
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Request
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Request
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Request

Incoming Showing 
Request

Incoming Showing 
Request

- Approve + Decline Approve + Decline Approve + Decline Approve + Decline Approve + Decline 

- - - - - Unlimited Lockboxes 

- - - - - Toor Agent on Demand

Free
Always

$30
per month

$40 
per month

$45 
per month

$50 
per month

$300 
monthly

Monitoring Pricing
Guest List

Open + Close 
Notifications

Guest List Chat

Incoming Showing 
Request

Approve + Decline 

Unlimited Lockboxes 

TOOR Agent On 
Demand

 TOOR
PRO MONITORING

$300 
monthly



Resources
TOOR Smart Lockbox 

To get more information or details on how to use the TOOR app or products select 
one of the resources below. 

Hardware Setup Tutorials 

App Setup Tutorials 

Online User Guide

FAQ’s


